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ABSTRACT:
Based on the current state of science and technology, computer based Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSSs) can be used for
modern management and planning purposes. To fulfil the requirements of being advanced comprehensive systems, such modern
SDSSs provide access to individual data and computer models. They combine tools and analysis functions of Geographical
Information Systems (GIS), Decision Support Systems (DSS), Remote Sensing (RS), and numerical, expert or statistical models. In
addition to that, such complex systems include expert knowledge and enable the user to interact with the SDSSs during run-time. To
generate such user specific results, SDSSs need to access several different datasets with different formats. According to a given
adapted logical decision tree, these systems are programmed in a modular and question-specific way.
This contribution shows a design and development of visualising three dimensional data within a decision support framework by
using ArcGIS Engine and Java. Besides the description of the methodological approach, an example demonstrates the functionalities
of the developed 3D-ArcGIS-Scene-Panel.
points, lines, surfaces and volumes in three dimensional spaces.
(Breunig, 2001).

INTRODUCTION
Spatial data, mathematical models and expert knowledge are
currently more and more incorporated in decision making
processes (Bareth, 2009). Systems which compute these
procedures need to access several different datasets with
different formats. Modern Spatial Decision Support Systems
(SDSSs) combine such data within complex process-based
toolboxes (Leung, 1997; Wright, 1993; Sharma et al. 2006).
According to a given logical decision tree, these systems are
programmed question-specific (Hartkamp et al. 1999; Seppelt,
2003). Thus, detailed information about the requests,
knowledge and personal needs of the potential users are
essential (Keenan, 2006), and the developed systems need to be
adapted based on the GIS- (Geographical Information System),
RS- (Remote Sensing), and model-knowledge of the decision
makers (Laudien and Bareth, 2007).

An increased interest in modelling 3D data like digital elevation
models or city models in conjunction with new methodological
approaches implementing three dimensional models and
visualizations provide a high degree of relevance regarding
planning functions (Henning, 2008). Therefore, this paper focus
on the design and development of visualising three dimensional
data within a decision support framework by using ArcGIS
Engine and Java. The programming approach described in this
paper was developed for the interdisciplinary research project
IMPETUS (An integrated approach to the efficient management
of scarce water resources in West Africa). One major task of the
third project phase of IMPETUS (2006-2009) was the
development, implementation and application of GIS-based
SDSSs to support water resource management in selected river
catchments of Benin and Morocco. The programmed systems
were implemented in a Java/XML based framework (Enders et
al. 2007; Enders and Diekkrüger,2009). Further information
concerning IMPETUS is documented by (Speth et al. 2005).

To meet the requirements of being comprehensive decision
support tools, the individually generated components of a SDSS
need to be connected (Bareth and Yu, 2007; Taylor et al. 1999;
Rizzoli et al. 1997). This matter of fact is realised by coupling
these modules with individually developed interfaces
(Schneider 2003; Shaffer et al. 2001; Hartkamp et al. 1999,
Seppelt, 2003). The interfaces access the system modules, e.g.
data, models, GIS-visualizations or RS-analyses. By following
this approach, models are independent from the SDSS body and
vice versa. Only the results of each subsystem are exchanged
(Longley et al. 1999). Thus, it is possible to develop different
SDSS components at the same time independently from each
other.

SPATIAL DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
As soon as spatial data is embedded in a Decision Support
System, GIS functionalities get an important role. These
functions support the user making spatially diverse decisions. In
this context, the term Spatial DSS was established in the mid
1980s/1990s (Armstrong et al. 1986; Armstrong et al. 1990;
Densham 1991; Goodchild et al. 1993; Wilson 1994; Crossland
et al. 1995). Mennecke (1997) sees a SDSS as an easy-to-use
subset of a GIS, which incorporates facilities for manipulating
and analysing spatial data. In addition to that, Malczewski

3D GIS are GIS systems providing data structures and
operations for the presentation, management and processing of
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(2006) addresses that a SDSS also includes functionalities of
multicriteria decision analysis. Furthermore, SDSSs provide the
opportunity of integrating, visualizing and evaluating various
analytical models, and therefore can be used to develop
management strategies (Muller, 1993; Keenan, 1996; Leung,
1997; Malczewski, 1999; Manoli et al. 2001; Yeh 1999). The
structure of such systems is introduced considering latest
technology developments and can be considered as the geo-data
infrastructure for decision support related to specific spatial
based questions and problems (Bareth, 2009). The SDSSs are
connected to extensive geo-databases which include (i) all data
for the system modelling, (ii) the models itself in a Model base
Management System (MBMS), (iii) the interfaces between data,
models and user knowledge, as well as (iv) the functions for
data generation and data mining (Leung, 1997)

excerpts illustrate configuration of the Multi Document Desktop
as well as some of the dependent processors within the client
configuration. All objects instantiated during run time are stored
in a global parameter map, thus instantiated objects and data
residing in memory are accessible by object names.
The following code excerpt from the configuration xml
demonstrates how feature classes are read from a file based geo
database into memory to be further processed. The processor is
capable to load several feature classes at once.
<processor
class="de.isdss.ext.arcgis.processors.ArcGISLoadFeature
ClassesProcessor">
<param key="readFile">${_CACHEDIR_}/farmadam/BeL4.gdb
</param>
<param key="outWorkspace">geodb.workspace</param>
<param key="featureclasses">14</param>
<!-- General Purpose Feature classes -->
<param key="inFeatureclass.1">main_cities</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.1">fc.cty</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.2">streets</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.2">fc.str</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.3">regions</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.3">fc.reg</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.4">departments</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.4">fc.dep</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.5">gemeinden</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.5">featureclass.com</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.6">AEZ</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.6">fc.aez</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.7">regions_Line</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.7">fc.reg.line</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.8">departments_Line</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.8">fc.dep.line</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.9">gemeinden_Line</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.9">fc.com.line</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.10">AEZ_Line</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.10">fc.aez.line</param>
<!-- Point Feature classes to be cloned later -->
<param key="inFeatureclass.11">gem_for</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.11">fc.com.ori</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.12">dep_for</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.12">fcdep.ori</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.13">reg_for</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.13">fc.reg.ori</param>
<param key="inFeatureclass.14">aez_for</param>
<param key="outFeatureclass.14">fc.aez.ori</param>
</processor>

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
In the interdisciplinary research project IMPETUS (Speth et al.
2005), the object oriented programming language Java was used
to develop platform independent SDSSs. Java allows the
modelling of numerous scientific questions. It reduces the
complexity of a program source code in terms of abstraction,
encapsulation, and defined interfaces. Object oriented
programming donates an appropriate representation of the
relationships between classes and objects, and increases the
developer efficiency regarding the reuse of software code
(Krüger, 2006). Within this programming environment, the
source code is translated into byte code and then executed in a
special environment, the so called Java Runtime Environment
(JRE). The major part of the JRE is the Java Virtual Machine
(Java-VM) which interprets and executes the byte code.
Because Java-VMs exists for multiple different Operating
Systems, the major advantage of programming in Java consists
in the fact that all developments can run on different computers
and different operating systems. Therefore, software which is
developed with Java is nearly platform independent (Herter and
Koos, 2006).
To fulfil the given requests of guaranteeing GIS- and RSfunctionalities within the SDSSs, the ESRI developer library
ArcGIS Engine 9.2 was used. With ArcGIS Engine, the
software developer gets the opportunity to implement spatial
analysis functions. The full version of ArcGIS Engine, which is
accessible by C++, VB.NET, C#, or Java, comes with several
different extensions which can be integrated, based on the users'
needs. To execute the SDSSs, the JRE and the ArcGIS Engine
Runtime Environment need to be installed on the computer. The
IMPETUS SDSSs are developed using the programming
environment Eclipse SDK which contains the Eclipse platform
(Eclipse 3.2, (http://www.eclipse.org/), tools for Java
programming and the environment to develop Eclipse plug-ins.
In addition to that, the Subclipse plug-in is used to store the
source code in a subversion repository (SVN). Such a repository
allows several software developers to work on the same project
independently without causing backup or versioning errors.
Besides the standard Java GUI components, specific GIS- and
RS-components are used for the programming. These include
functionality available through the ArcGIS Engine library.

<!-- Fields for Land Use -->
<processor
class="de.isdss.ext.processors.NewArrayProcessor">
<param key="name">array.attributes.landuse</param>
<param key="element.0">crops</param>
<param key="element.1">forest</param>
<param key="element.2">fallow</param>
<param key="element.3">pasture</param>
<param key="element.4">savanna</param>
<param key="element.5">other</param>
<param key="elements">6</param>
</processor>

To visualize the model data results, the values must be read
from the data source. In this case a MS Excel sheet file
containing research data and model calculation rules, that are
processed each time this processor, is called providing a set of
results in memory during run-time.
<processor
class="de.isdss.ext.processors.GetXlsArrayProcessor">
<param key="file">
${_CACHEDIR_}/farmadam/BeL4_data.xls
</param>
<param key="sheet">FARMADAM</param>
<param key="rows">10</param>
<param key="cols">
E,F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,AA,AB,AC,AD
,AE,AF,AG,AH,AI,AJ,AK,AL,AM,AN,AO,AP,AQ,AR,AS,AT,AU,AV,
AW,AX,AY,AZ,BA,BB,BC,BD,BE,BF,BG,BH,BI,BJ,BK,BL,BM,BN
</param>
<param key="name">array.com.ids</param>

The (geo-) data (e.g. rasters, vectors, and alphanumerical data)
of the single SDSSs are stored in ESRI 9.2 file-based geodatabases.
For the 3-D visualisation special framework processors and
functionalities were developed. The following selection of code
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</processor>

<function id="multipanel"
class="de.isdss.ext.arcgis.functionalities.ArcGISMultiP
anelFunctionality">

After loading and calculating model data and feature data into
memory, those two data sources must be merged together to
create a visualization to be used later. For this purpose
processors were developed to manage and manipulate resources
during execution of the application.

<param key="panels">5</param>
<param key="panel.1.title">scene.title</param>
<param key="panel.1.type">scene</param>
<param key="panel.1.zfactor">25.0</param>
<param key="panel.1.baseheight">layer.dgm</param>
<param key="panel.1.layers">5</param>
<param key="panel.1.layer.1">layer.cities</param>
<param key="panel.1.layer.2">layer.communes</param>
<param key="panel.1.layer.3">layer.regions</param>
<param key="panel.1.layer.4">layer.streets</param>
<param key="panel.1.layer.5">layer.luc</param>
<!-- ... -->
<param key="panel.4.title">com.luc</param>
<param key="panel.4.type">piechart</param>
<param key="panel.4.featureclass">com.luc</param>
<param key="panel.4.title">label.luc</param>
<param key="panel.4.fields">luc.fields</param>
<param key="panel.4.legendfield">NAME</param>
<param key="panel.4.order">columns</param>
<!-- ... -->
</function>

<processor
class="de.isdss.ext.arcgis.processors.ArcGISAddFeatureL
ayerAttributesProcessor">
<param key="featureclass">layer.communes</param>
<param key="order">rows.com</param>
<param key="ids">ids.com</param>
<param key="type">lu.types</param>
<param key="attribute">lu.attr</param>
<param key="data">lu.communes</param>
</processor>

To prepare visualizations to be used in ArcGIS Scene or Map
components, feature classes must be converted into feature
layers. A feature layer is a relational, georeferenced model
containing rules on how this data is to be visualized. In this case
a point feature class is demonstrated having its result shown as
extruded symbols on the scene it will be used in.

3-D DATA VISUALISATION WITHIN THE MULTI
DOCUMENT DESKTOP ENVIRONMENT

<!-- Communes -->
<!-- Land Use -->
<!-- LUC Crops -->
<processor
class="de.isdss.ext.arcgis.processors.ArcGISGet3DUnique
PointLayerProcessor">
<param key="featureclass">fc.com.point</param>
<param key="symbol.angle">0</param>
<param key="symbol.width">3.0</param>
<param key="symbol.depth">1.0</param>
<param key="symbol.size">1</param>
<param key="symbol.offset.x">-3750.0</param>
<param key="symbol.offset.y">-3750.0</param>
<param key="symbol.offset.z">0</param>
<param key="symbol.shape">character</param>
<param key="symbol.font">
ESRI Enviro Hazard Analysis
</param>
<param key="symbol.index">92</param>
<param key="color.red">255</param>
<param key="color.green">255</param>
<param key="color.blue">0</param>
<param key="scale.min">2000000</param>
<param key="scale.max">500000</param>
<param key="name">layer.com.crops</param>
<param key="by.field">NAME</param>
<param key="with.field">crops</param>
<param key="apply.on">depth</param>
<param key="value.scale">20.0</param>
</processor>

The Scientific Model Integration pipeLine Engine (Enders and
Diekkrüger, 2009) was used as the software framework for
IMPETUS. SMILE is a pipeline based framework architecture
providing processor interfaces written in Java and configured
using a XML client configuration. Hence, complex applications
could be formed by interconnecting processors in a linear way
that were configured using processor specific parameters within
the XML client configuration. To communicate between each
other, processors share one common parameter map in memory
which is organized as a hash, associating parameter names to
values. As the pipeline is processed, values are stored and read
from the parameter map. The parameter map is a collection of
any Java based object.
Since numerous field research results and simulation models of
IMPETUS were provided as spreadsheet files, the processors
for reading, writing and calculating values had to be
implemented as SMILE processors. Jakarta’s POI-HSSF API
was used to meet the requirements of accessing MS Excel
spreadsheets. In addition to that, other processors had to be
created to visualize data on screen (e.g. JFreeChart API, ESRI
ArcGIS Engine components like the SceneBean).

The so prepared set of feature layers can be incorporated into
the Multi Document Desktop component. Since all data in
memory is relational, several different perspectives can be
created by projecting the loaded feature layers based on sets of
fields. Each of those projections can be presented in a different
way. In this case a 3-D Scene as well as a pie chart diagram is
rendered using the same type of data source.

To provide a wide variety of data representation and to show
input and output at the same time, a Multi Document Desktop
was implemented, giving the user the opportunity to choose
between several visuals giving several perspectives to selected
and projected data simultaneously (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the 3-D Multi Document Desktop.
By using the Multi Document Desktop within the Client each
component is rendered as a single window. Windows can be
opened or closed, changed in size and moved freely on the
screen. All windows that are currently closed are shown as
buttons on the bottom of the Multi Document Desktop.
Depending on the configuration each window renders a
visualization of specific data (simulation results, research data)
as either tables or charts. Additionally, a simulation parameter
input panel (Fig. 1 upper left) allows the user to change
simulation parameters at runtime as well as the visualisation
output in 2-D or 3-D. Within maps and scenes rectified
simulation results and parameters can be visualized.

back to the first one forming a simulation loop using the
pipeline based framework (Fig. 2).

Within the 3-D spatial presentation the user is able to navigate
freely through space and select specific features. The land use
classification, provided as raster data is projected into the third
dimension by using a DEM. The resulting TIN could be
overlaid with other vector data from the geo-database (e. g.
major settlements, or borders of administrative zones).
Each zone of interest contains several sets of rendered bars,
which are visualizing the simulation results. This way the user
can compare different areas in regard to specific simulation
results. Each value is visualized using an extruded coloured
symbol.
On the right side of the 3-D spatial presentation, a configuration
panel is placed in which each layer can be turned on and off.
By clicking the Go button on the bottom right of the
application, the currently set simulation parameters are used to
recalculate new simulation results based on the current state of
the simulation and the components are refreshed. To realize
these kinds of iterative simulations that use accumulating
decision effects for different simulation cycles, the last
processor in the 3.D visualisation processing pipeline points

Figure 2. Farmadam pipeline structure.
Each visualized location is composed of a set of extruded
symbols visualizing the simulation results and used parameters.
For each commune a different set of symbols is used to allow
visualization of decision effects in a three dimensional scene.
Figure 3 illustrates effects on eco and bio volume of crops,
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forest, grassland, savannah, available water resources, farming,
fertilizer requirements, urbanization, and population density as
well as economic and additional parameters as an example. By
using these sets of 3D symbols, different areas of interest
become comparable in regard to each other showing effects of
decisions. Continued execution of the simulation model
visualizes long time decision effects, allowing the user to
identify decisions producing unwanted results as well as the
possibility to test possible countermeasures.
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